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Abstract 
This paper develops a maximum likelihood based methodology for simultaneously performing mul- 
tidimensional unfolding and cluster analysis on two-way dominance or profile data. This new pro- 
cedure utilizes mixtures of multivariate conditional normal distributions to estimate a joint space 
of stimulus coordinates and K ideal points, one for each cluster or group, in a T-dimensional space. 
The conditional mixture, maximum likelihood methodology is introduced together with an E-M 
algorithm utilized for parameter estimation. A marketing strategy application is provided with an 
analysis of PIMS data for a set of firms drawn from the same competitive industry to determine 
strategic groups, while simultaneously depicting strategy-performance relationships. 
The  major i ty  o f  quanti tat ive methodologies  devised to investigate the under ly ing  
s t ructure  in var ious  fo rms  o f  t wo-wa y  data  (e.g.,  proximit ies ,  dominance /prefer -  
ence,  profile data,  etc.)  have p rov ided  ei ther  cont inuous ,  spatial mul t idimensional  
scaling representa t ions  or  discrete  ne twork  clusterings.  Some research has inves-  
t igated the appropr ia teness  o f  each  of  these two types  o f  representa t ions  and their 
interrelat ionships for  proximi ty  data  (see Pruzansky ,  Tversky,  and Carroll ,  1982; 
Arabie,  Carroll ,  and DeSarbo ,  1987). In m a n y  market ing applicat ions,  however ,  
the researcher  is often interested in applying both types  o f  methodolog ies  to the 
same set o f  two-way,  t w o - m o d e  data.  
A n u m b e r  o f  al ternat ives are available in such situations. One could  visually 
define clusters  or  groups  f rom the spatial representat ion.  However ,  independent  
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results from Ling (1971), and Baker and Hubert (1976) raise serious concerns over 
the legitimacy of this practice. Another approach would be to first perform a spa- 
tial analysis, and then cluster the results. However, Gnanadesikan and Kettenring 
(1972), Chang (1983), and Dillon, Mulani, and Frederick (1989) have demonstrated 
that if one retains components with the larger eigenvalues, one may often fail to 
retain valuable information concerning distances or clusterings often contained in 
components with smaller eigenvalues. In addition, such two-step procedures (spa- 
tial analysis, then cluster subject coordinates) involve selecting: a specific spatial 
model, rotational scheme, method of normalizing subject coordinates, prepro- 
cessing for clustering, type of cluster analysis, a metric (in some cases), etc., 
which will most often produce different results! Finally, Carroll (1976) introduced 
"hybrid models" to fit to two-way proximity data. Such models combine the fit- 
ting of both tree structure(s) and continuous spatial components so that for a given 
two-way proximity data set, say, one might fit a tree structure and a two-dimen- 
sional Euclidean space. Since these are computed in a residual fashion, one can- 
not overlay or embed one analysis within the other. Another limitation concerns 
the problems of locally optimal solutions which haunts such "overfitting" proce- 
dures such as these, especially with the use of exterior penalty function methods. 
In addition, such procedures become computationally unfeasible if the number of 
objects analyzed is much greater than 30 or so. Finally, such hybrid models are 
applicable only to two-way proximity data and not to dominance/preference or 
profile data. 
This paper develops a maximum likelihood based methodology for simultane- 
ously performing multidimensional unfolding analysis and cluster analysis on a 
given set of two-way dominance/preference or profile data. This new methodology 
utilizes mixtures of multivariate conditional normal distributions to estimate an 
unfolding model joint space of stimulus (column) coordinates and K ideal points, 
one for each cluster or group, in a T-dimensional space. The next section presents 
a brief review of the literature on strategic groups - the selected area of applica- 
tion. The following section presents the technical structure of the model as well 
as a brief description of the E-M algorithm devised for estimating the model's 
parameters. Finally, a marketing strategy application is presented concerning the 
analysis of PIMS data for a designated industry to define strategic groups. 
1. Strategic group research 
Since the early seventies, several perspectives and methods have been developed 
to evaluate the impact of business strategy on firm performance. A recurring con- 
cern in many of these studies is the problem of simultaneously evaluating the 
impact of strategy (conduct) attributes on firm performance, on the one hand, 
and assessing the degree and consequences of strategy differences (asymmetry) 
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among firms on the other. A central theme in this type of research is that strategic 
choices have identifiable consequences for firm performance. Since some com- 
petitive strategies are more appropriate to particular environmental conditions 
than others, certain strategy types should lead to superior performance. Thus, 
within a given industry, some groups of firms with a particular strategic conduct 
pattern should outperform other such "strategic groups" following other strategic 
patterns (see Porter, 1979, 1980; Caves and Porter, 1977). 
Recently, several studies have found that firms pursuing the same strategy type 
or that are from the same strategic group do not necessarily achieve similar prof- 
itability results (see McGee and Thomas, 1986; White, 1986; Cool and Schendel, 
1987, 1988). As one explanation for this differential performance achievement, 
Rumelt (1984) has argued that the same factors that protect industries from entry, 
or group members from intra-industry entry (mobility barriers), also protect in- 
dividual firms from imitation (isolating mechanisms). 
Another issue in strategic group research concerns the methodologies employed 
in these studies. Despite the large number of studies that have tried to operation- 
alize the strategic group concept, progress in the application or development of 
methodologies has been modest. The necessity of tailoring analyses to a particular 
industry context has introduced a substantial variety of interpretations of the con- 
cept in terms of strategy definitions used. Furthermore, given the (highly) judg- 
mental nature of applied methods used for grouping, primarily various different 
clustering methods, a further source of "noise" is introduced. Comparisons be- 
tween studies become exceedingly difficult owing to either conceptual ambiguity 
or methodological variations, or both. Strategic groups derived on the same set 
of data often differ with respect to the type of clustering utilized (see Harrigan, 
1985). 
Finally, the question of multiple performance objectives needs to be con- 
fronted. While it is typically assumed that firms are profit maximizing entities, it 
is conceivable that at least some firms pursue tradeoffs among a set of perfor- 
mance objectives (e.g., market position, growth, and profitability). Of course, one 
can try to compare groups of firms along several performance dimensions (see 
Schendel and Patton, 1978 for one such attempt). Yet, if firms pursue different 
objectives, such comparisons are not necessarily meaningful. Methods would 
need to be developed to relate the objectives pursued with the actions (strategies) 
taken. 
The present paper purposes an alternative approach for deriving strategic 
groups from empirical data. The proposed methodology will attempt to 
a. Estimate strategy-performance relationships; 
b. Derive strategic groups and respective firm membership; 
c. Allow for multiple firm membership in different strategic groups wbich can 
accommodate differential performance among the members of the same stra- 
tegic group. 
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2. The proposed methodology 
2.1. Model  structure 
We propose a new methodology which simultaneously performs both multidimen- 
sional scaling and cluster analysis. Given our application will be in the area of  
strategic group determination, we will describe our procedure in these related 
terms. Three aspects of the strategic group-performance relationship are dealt 
with simultaneously. First, a T-dimensional multidimensional scaling space of 
strategy attributes and/or performance variables is derived which depicts the in- 
terrelationships between performance attributes and strategy attributes (as in 
Day, DeSarbo, and Oliva, 1987). Second, locations of clusters or groups of similar 
firms are estimated in this same space. This reveals how such strategic groups are 
defined and how they differ with respect to the underlying dimensions. Finally, 
group membership for each firm is estimated via the posterior probability of each 
firm belonging to any given strategic group, giving insight into patterns of multiple 
group membership. 
Let: 
i = l . . . . .  I firms or SBU's;  
j -- 1 . . . . .  J strategy and performance attributes; 
k = 1 . . . . .  K strategic groups; 
t = 1 . . . . .  T dimensions; 
A U = the value of strategy/performance variable j for firm i; 
~ t  = the t th coordinate for variable j ;  
Yk, = the t th coordinate for strategic group k; 
Wkt = the importance or salience of  dimension t for strategic group k; 
Ck = an additive constant for strategic group k; 
~k = a J × J variance-covariance matrix for strategic group k. 
It is assumed that the row vector A~ of dimension J has a probability density func- 
tion which can be modeled as a finite mixture of the following conditional distri- 
butions: 
K 
G(A~; k, X, Y, E, C, W) = ~ kkf~k(~ IX,  Y~k, Ck, Wk, ~k), 
k--1 
(1) 
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where: 
= ()kl, ~2 . . . .  , )kk--1) a r e  t h e  K-1  independent mixing proportions 
of the finite mixture such 
that: 
0 ----- X k --< 1, with ~-K 
K--1 
= 1 -  ~', Xk; 
k=l 
(2) 
X = ((Xjt)) , 
~Y = ((Ykt)), 
~Yk = the 1 x T row vector  of coordinates of  the k th 
row (strategic group) of  Y, 
W ~- ((Wkt)) , 
W k = the 1 × T row vector  of  salience weights of the k th 
row (strategic group) of W, 
C = C1, C 2 . . . . .  CK) , 
The distribution for each f~k is specified as a conditional (nonlinear) multivariate 
normal: 
fik(~i I ~ X ,  Yk, Ck, ~Wk, ~k) 
= (2q_r)-J/2 [ ~ k [--I/2 exp [--1/2(A~ -- Sk) ~k -1 (A~ -- SO'], (3) 
where: 
S k = (Slk , S2k . . . . .  Sjk), 
T 
Sjk = E Wkt(Xjt - Ykt) 2 q- Ck. (4) 
t=l  
Expression [4] represents a weighted Euclidian distance formulation (see Carroll, 
1980) between strategic group k and (strategy or performance) variable j in the 
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derived Euclidian space. More specifically, the "closer" a particular strategy and/ 
or performance variable is to a strategic group location, the higher the value of 
that variable is predicted for that strategic group. This is conceptually equivalent 
to the notion of distance in the strategy map concept of Day, DeSarbo, and Oliva 
(1987) in their application of the DeSarbo and Rao (1984, 1986) GENFOLD2 pro- 
cedure. However, our methodology determines the locations and behavior for 
strategic groups, and not that of individual firms. In addition, the present meth- 
odology is stochastic, whereas GENFOLD2 is deterministic. 
The "full" model thus estimates the coordinates of the J strategy and perfor- 
mance variables (X), the coordinates of the strategic groups (Y), the coordinates 
of the strategic group weights (W), the covariance matrices (~k), and the additive 
constants (C0. The X and Y are plotted in a joint T-dimensional space indicating 
(by these distance notions) the relationships between the derived strategic groups 
and the strategy and performance variables. The W k indicate which dimensions 
are more salient for the k th strategic group. The ~k gives the estimated covariance 
structure among the strategy and performance variables for strategic group k. 
DeSarbo, Howard and Jedidi (1991) used a similar framework for understanding 
consumer preferences, where Sjk was specified as a scalar-products model rather 
than a weighted distance model. 
Given a sample of I independent firms, one can thus form a likelihood expres- 
sion: 
L = 11 Xk (2~r)-J/2 I £~k [ 1/2 exp[-  1/2(4~ - S k ) ~ k  - 1  ( ~ i  - -  S~k);] (5) 
i = l  k = l  
o r ,  
In L = In Xkfik(   IX,  Y k, Ck, 
i = l  k = l  
(6) 
Given 4, T, and K, one wishes to estimate ~, ~, X, Y, C, and W, in the "full 
model" so as to maximize expressions [5] or [6], given the conditions specified in 
equation [2]. 
2.2. Identification o f  group membership 
Once estimates of ~, ~, X, Y, C, and W are obtained for any iteration of the 
maximum likelihood procedure, one can assign each firm i to each strategic group 
k via the estimated posterior probability (applying Bayes' rule), providing a 
"fuzzy" clustering: 
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Pik = K , (7) 
E Xkfik (~Z~i I ~ x '  ~gk, Ck, ~Wk, ~k) 
k~l 
K 
where ~ f'ik = 1, and O~Pik  -< 1. 
k=l 
This particular feature allows for the flexibility of modeling situations where the 
members of a particular derived strategic group have different performance out- 
comes by allowing individual firms to be fractional members of multiple strategic 
groups. One could form partitions, if desired, by simply assigning firm i to the 
strategic group whose f'~k was highest. Thus, our methodology will simultaneously 
estimate the joint space of the variables and strategic group locations, as well 
as the compositions of the strategic groups themselves. An Expectation- 
Maximization (E-M) algorithm (Dempster, Laird, and Rubin, 1977) is utilized for 
parameter estimation. It alternates between using analytical expressions for esti- 
mating X, P, and 2£ (see DeSarbo, et al, 1991), and a conjugate gradient procedure 
for W, X, C, and Y. 
2.3. Tests for T and K 
How does one identify the "best" values for T and K? One obvious way of ap- 
proaching the problem is to use the likelihood ratio test statistic to test for the 
smallest values of T and K compatible with the data. However, according to Har- 
tigan (1977), Brock (1985), and McLachlan and Basford (1988), regularity condi- 
tions do not hold for differences in ( - 2  In L) to have its usual asymptotic null 
distribution of chi-squared with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the 
number of parameters in the two hypotheses. Wolfe (1970), and Hartigan and 
Hartigan (1985) consider the use of a correlation factor r, via ( - 2 r  In L), but 
disagree as to what value of r is appropriate. More recently, Bozdogan and Sclove 
(1984) have proposed using Akaike's (1974) information criterion (AIC) for the 
choice of the number of groups in such mixture clustering models. In our meth- 
odology, one would select K and T which minimize: 
AIC (K,T) = - 2  In L + 2N(K,T), (8) 
where N(K,T) is the number of independent parameters for the estimated full 
model: 
N(K,T) = 2KT + JT + K [ [J (J -1)] /2]  + K -  1 - 2T. (9) 
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While this AIC test will be utilized to select appropriate values of K and T, this 
criterion relies essentially on the same regularity conditions needed for differ- 
ences in ( - 2  In L) to have its usual asymptotic distribution under the null-hy- 
pothesis (see Titterington, Smith and Makov, 1985; Bozdogan, 1987; and Sclove, 
1987). We therefore recommend the inspection of other goodness of fit measures 
K 
such as a variance-accounted for (VAF) measure between Ai and ~i = ~ ~)ik ~Sk 
k--1 
across all i, for values ofT and K, as is done in traditional metric multidimensional 
scaling and "least-squares" clustering approaches (see Arabie, Carroll and De- 
Sarbo, 1987). 
3. Empirical analysis 
3.1. Sample and variable selection 
A sample of fourteen firms was drawn from the PIMS data base by Day, DeSarbo, 
and Oliva (1987). To limit cross-sectional heterogeneity, firms were drawn from a 
single four-digit SIC code. The industry selected can be described as a fragmented 
and mature industrial supply industry. Table 1 lists the ten variables selected to 
describe strategy in this industry. The performance measures used are given in 
Table 2. In all, ten strategy measures and eight performance indicators were se- 
lected by these authors and will thus be used here. Therefore, A consists of a 
matrix of 14 firms and 18 strategy and performance variables measured on these 
firms. Our goal is to simultaneously describe the performance-strategy relation- 
ships and derive strategic groups. 
3.2. Group identification 
The traditional clustering approach. Strategic group research may be affected in 
non-trivial ways by several, sometimes arbitrary, choices abut the particular type 
of cluster analysis performed. Included in the factors which are likely to influence 
the outcome (Anderberg, 1973) are: the type of cluster analysis selected (parti- 
tioning, overlapping, fuzzy hierarchical, etc.), the choice of the specific algorithm/ 
model within each type of cluster analysis (for example, in hierarchical models of 
clustering, there are agglomerative and divisive methods, and within each of these 
there are often several different models, e.g., minimum, average, or maximum 
link methods for agglomerative hierarchical clustering), the selection of the dis- 
tance metric, the preprocessing of the variables, etc. To evaluate whether an ob- 
served strategic group structure may be an artifact of a particular clustering used, 
several types of cluster analyses were conducted on this PIMS data. Six different 
hierarchical clustering analyses (single linkage, complete linkage, average linkage, 
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Table 1. Strategy measures 
Term Definition 
Differentiation: 
Relative Product Quality (A) 
Relative Price (B) 
Relative Advertising (C) 
Relative Sales Force (D) 
Value added/employee (E) (productivity) 
Efficiency: 
Process R&D/Sales (F) 
Receivables/Sales (G) 
Capital Intensity (Gross Book (H) Value 
P&E/Sales) 
Scale/Scope: 
Relative Customer Size (I) 
Value Added/Sales (J) Vertical Integration 
Percentage volume from superior products 
minus percentage from inferior products. 
Weighted average of three largest competitors 
= 100%. Example: If this business's prices 
average 5% above those of leading 
competitors than the value of 105%. 
Relative to the three largest competitors, did 
this business spend from "much more" to 
"much less" on advertising using a five- 
point ordinal scale? 
Relative to the three largest competitors, did 
this business spend from "much more" to 
"much less" percentage of its sales on sales 
forces effort using a five-point ordinal 
scale? 
Value added divided by the ratio of net sales 
( + lease revenues) to sales per employee 
($1000). 
Indicates all expenses for improving the 
efficiency of the manufacturing and 
distribution. The figure is disguised in the 
database by a factor unique to each 
business. 
Average receivables for the year, net of 
allowances for bad debts. 
Gross book value of plant and equipment 
divided by new sales (+ lease revenues). 
Breadth of this business's served market, 
relative to the weighted average of the three 
largest competitors on a three-point ordinal 
scale from "Narrower Than Competitor" to 
"Broader than Competitor." 
Value added divided by net sales (+ lease 
revenues). 
Source:  Modified from Day, DeSarbo, and Oliva (1987). 
cent ro id  method ,  med ian  method ,  and  Ward ' s  (1963) procedure)  were pe r fo rmed  
(Wilkinson,  1988) for each of  two different  d i s tance  metr ics  (normal ized  Euc l id i an  
d i s tance  and  one  minus  the pea r son  cor re la t ion  coefficient) .  A K - M E A N S  parti-  
t ioning  me thod  for 2 to 6 c lusters  was also pe r fo rmed  (Har t igan,  1975). 
A sample  v iew of the sens i t iv i ty  of c lus ter  resul ts  to the choice  of  the specific 
c lus ter  p rocedure  can  be seen in Table 3. This table gives the compos i t i on  for a 
f ive-c lus ter  so lut ion for the Ward (1963), comple te  l inkage,  and  the K - M E A N S  
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Table 2. Performance measures 
Term Definition 
Market Share (1) 
Change in Market Share (%)(2) 
Relative Market Share (3) 
ROI-Return on Investment (4) 
ROS-Return on Sales (5) 
Cash Flow/Revenue (6) 
Cash Flow/Investment (7) 
Real Sales Growth (%)(8) 
Percentage market share for this business. 
The sum of the absolute values if the yearly 
changes in percentage market to share for: 
this business, largest competitor, 2nd 
largest competitor, 3rd largest competitor; 
divided by number of years in the span. 
Percent market share for this business divided 
by percentage market share for top three 
competitors. 
Net Operating Income divided by average 
investment (book value). 
Net income divided by net sales ( + lease 
revenues). 
Net income times (0.5) minus average 
investment (year N) minus average 
investment (year N-I); divided by net sales 
(+ lease revenues). 
Net income times (0.5) minus average 
investment (year N) minus average 
investment (year N-I); divided by 
average investment. 
Percentage change found by dividing net sales 
( + lease revenues) by percentage index of 
prices (1973 = 100%). 
Source: Adapted from Day, DeSarbo, and Oliva (1987). 
c lus te r ings .  (Many  o f  the  resul t s  o b t a i n e d  for  all the  m e t h o d s  used  s u p p o r t e d  a 
f ive c lus t e r  so lu t ion ;  some  also did  not) .  A l t h o u g h  there  a re  some  s imi la r i t i es ,  
e s pec i a l l y  b e t w e e n  the so lu t ions  f rom K - M E A N S  and  c o m p l e t e  l inkage ,  r a t h e r  
d r a m a t i c a l l y  d i f fe ren t  resu l t s  are  o b t a i n e d  ac ros s  these  d i f ferent  m e t h o d s .  (A com-  
p a r a t i v e  i n spec t i on  o f  the  resu l t ing  d e n d r o g r a m s  f rom the  va r i ous  h i e r a r ch i ca l  
p r o c e d u r e s  a lso  r e v e a l e d  r a the r  d r a m a t i c a l l y  d i f ferent  resul ts ) .  A s  has  b e e n  wel l  
d o c u m e n t e d  in the  c l a s s i f i ca t ion  l i t e ra tu re  (e .g . ,  A n d e r b e r g ,  1973), d i f fe ren t  c lus-  
te r ing  m e t h o d s  of ten  do  i ndeed  p r o d u c e  s o m e t i m e s  s t r ik ingly  d i f ferent  r esu l t s  in 
t e r m s  o f  c lu s t e r  s t ruc tu re  and  m e m b e r s h i p .  
O u r  approaela .  The  c o l u m n  s t a n d a r d i z e d  ~ was  a n a l y z e d  v ia  the  our  m e t h o d -  
o logy  wi th  the  n u m b e r  o f  d i m e n s i o n s ,  T, and  the  n u m b e r  o f  g roups ,  K ,  ranging  
f rom 1 to  6. To m a k e  a se lec t ion  a m o n g  the va r ious  so lu t ions ,  A k a i k e ' s  (1974) 
i n fo rma t ion  c r i t e r ion  (AIC)  and  a v a r i a n c e  a c c o u n t e d - f o r  (VAF)  s ta t i s t ic  was  
used .  B a s e d  u p o n  an i n spec t i on  o f  these  heur i s t i c s  and  resul t ing  i n t e rp re t a -  
t ion,  a so lu t ion  o f  T = 4 and K = 5 wi th  ~k = I p r o v i d e d  the m o s t  p a r s i m o n i o u s  
d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  the  s t ruc tu re  in the  da t a  (AIC  -- 761.08; V A F  = 0.631). U s i n g  the  
e s t i m a t e d  p o s t e r i o r  p robab i l i t i e s ,  f'ik, as d e s c r i b e d  above ,  the  a s s o c i a t i o n  o f  e a c h  
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Table 3. Five strategic groups derived by three traditional cluster analyses 
Ward's method Complete linkage K - M E A N S  
Group 1 2, 4, 6, 14 4, 14 4, 14 
Group 2 1, 5 ! 1 
Group 3 10, l l ,  12 3, 8, 9, 10, I I ,  12, 13 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, I I ,  12 
Group 4 3, 7, 9 7 7 
Group 5 8, 13 2, 5, 6 8, 9, 13 
Table 4. The p matrix of strategic group membership 
Strategic Group 
Firm a b c d e 
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.999 0.001 
2 0.999 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 
3 0.981 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.017 
4 0.001 0.999 0.000 0.000 0.000 
5 0.999 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 
6 0.993 0.006 0.000 0.001 0.000 
7 0.000 0.000 0.999 0.000 0.001 
8 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.995 
9 0.891 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.109 
I0 0.999 0.00! 0.000 0.000 0.000 
11 0.999 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 
12 0.998 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 
13 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.990 
14 0.001 0.999 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Size: 8 2 1 I 2 
Members: (2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12) (4, 14) (7) (I) (8, 13) 
firm to each strategic group was evaluated. This estimated membership is given 
in Table 4. Note the comparison of these results with the cluster outcomes listed 
in Table 3. First, somewhat similar memberships can be observed between those 
derived from the K-MEANS procedure and the classification results based on the 
estimated posterior probabilities, l~k. With the exception of Firm 9, the K- 
MEANS and our method lead to similar clustering results (once you round the 
P~k to 0 or 1). In contrast, the derived membership based on Ward's procedure 
suggests a completely different picture. Since Ward's minimum variance criterium 
has been one of the most popular cluster routines in Marketing and past strategic 
group research (see Dess and Davis, 1984), this finding is of particular interest. 
We also mentioned that strategic group membership should not be thought of 
as exclusive membership to one group versus another. Since conduct similarity is 
a matter of degree rather than a discrete phenomenon, some firms may have char- 
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acteristics of different strategic groups. Hence the need for a method which can 
assess fuzzy or probabilistic membership. The estimated posterior probabilities 
f~ik, of each firm i belonging to a particular group k give insight into the degree of 
membership exclusivity. For the sample considered here, there appears to be little 
ambiguity about group membership; most Pik are close to 0.0 and 1.0. Obviously, 
extreme fuzzy group membership may not be appropriate in all analyses. The 
usefulness of this information may depend, for example, on the characteristics of 
the industry studied. In faster changing environments where the assumptions of 
distinctive and stable conduct differences are less tenable, group membership 
tends to be more unstable and estimates of fuzzy group membership become im- 
portant. In contrast, in more stable environments, such analysis may reveal rela- 
tively little additional information. The current sample is a case in point. In a 
mature industry, one generally expects more stable group structure and member- 
ship patterns. Therefore, one should find that the incidence of fuzzy group mem- 
bership is relatively low, as is exactly what is observed for the present sample. 
However, the case of Firm 9 is instructive as it illustrates the potential of our 
procedure to deal with fuzzy membership. While the posterior probability Pg~ = 
0.891 suggests that Firm 9 is best associated with strategic group location a, it 
also has a probability of 0.109 to be associated with location e. In other words, 
this firm may be considered as having different fractional membership in two dif- 
ferent strategic groups. If such is the case, one would expect that its membership 
across the different cluster solutions would be ill-defined; i.e., one should find 
that Firm 9 is classified in different groups for different cluster algorithms. In fact, 
Table 3 confirms this. Across the three different cluster results reported, Firm 9 
can be found in three different clusters. Thus, our approach offers the potential 
to deal with two important drawbacks of cluster analysis: the selection of the 
number of clusters, and the determination of potentially fuzzy cluster member- 
ship. 
3.3. Strategy-performance relationships 
Figure 1 depicts the four dimensions in a unidimensional, "shoestring" fashion. 
Upper case letters A-J indicate the strategy measures shown in Table 1; the inte- 
gers 1-8 represent the eight performance indicators from Table 2, and lowercase 
letteres a--e depict the derived strategic groups and their locations. 
3.3.1. Definition of dimensions. The derived dimensions here are interpreted, as in 
most other spatial models, in terms of those items which lie at the extreme posi- 
tive and negative poles of the dimensions. As can be seen in Figure 1, the four 
derived dimensions align nearly perfectly with four major performance constructs 
from Table 2: dimension I reflects profitability with ROI (4) and ROS (5) having 
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Figure 1. Strategy-performance relationships. 
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high positive coordinate locations. Dimension II can be defined as growth where 
Market Share Change (2) and Real Sales Growth (8) have highly positive loca- 
tions. Dimension III can be termed cashflow as Cash Flow/Revenue (6) and Cash 
Flow/Investment (7) load highly positive on this dimension. Finally, dimension IV 
reflects market position where Market Share (1) and Relative Market Share (3) 
are clearly located at the positive end of the dimension. 
3.3.2. Performance-strategy relations. In Figure 1, the relationships of the strategy 
attributes A-J to the derived dimensions (profitabillity, growth, cash flow and 
market position) are indicated by the extension of each of the strategy attributes 
on each of the four derived dimensions. The closer (further) the proximity of the 
strategy variable and performance attribute, the stronger the predicted positive 
(negative) relationship between the pairing. 
Concerning the first dimension, profitability, higher returns are associated with 
higher product quality (A) for which a higher relative price (B) can be charged. 
Connected with this higher price and higher quality are the higher value added 
measures (E, J). On the negative side, lower levels of capital intensity (H) and 
credit policy (G) adversely affect profltabililty. Note, the negative impact on prof- 
itability of customer size (I) where, for a mature industrial supplier, customer 
bargaining power of larger customers takes its toll. Finally, the opposite locations 
of the profitability attributes (4, 5) and the growth attributes (2, 8) on Dimension 
I suggest that is a trade-off between profitability and growth. 
Regarding the second dimension, growth, higher rates of growth are associated 
with capital intensity (H). Negatively related with this growth dimension are'. l) 
relative customer size (I), where smaller customers cannot contribute to growth 
as strongly as larger customers; 2) credit policy (G); and, 3) value added/sales (J), 
which implies higher margins are not helpful in increasing market share. The per- 
formance variables that are highly positive and give rise to this dimension are real 
sales growth (8) and change in market share (2), both obvious indicators of 
growth. 
Concerning the third dimension, cash fow, higher cash flow as a performance 
outcome appears to be achieved through an efficiency focus that can result from 
heavier emphasis of process R & D (F). On the other hand, investments in sales 
force (D), customer credit (G) and capital equipment (H), perhaps required by 
outcomes of process R & D, all adversely influence cash flow. Here, too, a trade- 
off is seen in terms of performance outcomes, as growth performance attributes, 
real sales growth (8), and profitability, ROS (4), are sacrificed whenever cash flow 
performance (6, 7) is sought. 
Finally, with respect to the fourth dimension, market position, share of market 
is related positively tO relative customer size (I). Clearly, larger customers help 
volume and therefore market share (1). Market position is negatively related to 
relative advertising (C) and sales force investments (D) that do not exceed indus- 
try averages. The tradeoff tendency observed here is market position (1, 3) for 
cash flow (6) and changes in market share (2). 
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3.3.3. Goal asymmetry. The question of how each group performs on each of the 
dimensions can be inferred from Figure 1. Clearly, group d is underperforming on 
all dimensions. Since group b also scores low on most dimensions, it can be in- 
ferred that the "low price/quality" strategy in this business is not rewarding, ex- 
cept to achieve high growth for group b. Further, it can be concluded that the "me 
too" strategy of group a leads to the same type of performance: an average out- 
come across all attributes. This outcome for group a stands in contrast with the 
performance of groups c and e. While group c stands out for its performance in 
terms of cash flow generation, it is also noteworthy for its "weak" market posi- 
tion. Group e seems to be willing to trade market share for cash flow, perhaps in 
some form of a liquidation strategy. Similarly, while the "high price/quality" ap- 
proach of group e appears to command a strong market position and the strongest 
profitability, it performs only modestly in terms of growth and cash flow genera- 
tion. 
How groups attach differential importance to each of the dimensions can be 
inferred from Figure 2 which maps the salience weights Wkt of each group on each 
dimension. Some clear patterns can be observed. Group a, which is also the larg- 
est group, apparently has a policy of balanced performance across the entire per- 
formance spectrum. This clearly stands in contrast with the salience weights of 
group c. Its superior performance in terms of cash flow reflects the importance it 
attaches to this performance dimension (see Figures 1 and 2). Similarly, the weak 
market position of group c is a reflection of the apparent lack of concern with 
market share. 
Groups b and d, with their strategic emphasis on low price/quality, show a re- 
markably similar set of importance weights in Figure 2. Both seem to have em- 
barked on a growth strategy and do not seem to be interested in either cash flow 
or market position performance. However, while b shows some realization of the 
importance it places on growth (Figure I), group d simply appears to be a loser 
on all dimensions, regardless of importance, perhaps owed to poor execution of 
the strategy relative to group b. 
Group e shows a strong preference for market position performance and has 
secured this position as shown in Figure 1. In this respect, it is similar to groups 
b and e in that it has shown itself collectively as able to execute a strategy that 
will pursue the performance dimension to which it attaches the most weight. 
A formal comparison of these empirical results with those obtained from Day, 
DeSarbo, and Oliva (1987) is problemsome given the fact that GENFOLD2 de- 
rived ideal-point coordinates for the 14 individual firms, while the existing pro- 
cedure derived them for the five strategic groups. In addition, the present solution 
estimated dimension weights by strategic group (W), whose analogue was not 
estimated in Day, DeSarbo, and Oliva (1987). While the first two of the four di- 
mensions estimated here for X resembles the performance variable space in Day, 
DeSarbo, and Oliva somewhat, two additional dimensions were obtained. Finally, 
given the results cited earlier from Ling (1971) and Baker and Hubert (1976), one 
would have serious difficulties in attempting to define strategic groups from a 
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Figure 2. Weights of firm performance. 
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